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Small Business Saturday November 26, 2022
A nationwide initiative promoted locally by the city of Cambridge
to encourage residents to engage and invest in the small
businesses of their communities, a big thank you to Cambridge
and Pardis Saffari for their efforts and the cute tote bags which
are just the right size for some of the current works on display!
Meditations: Inspiring Change 2022
the i3C Group Exhibition curated by Adriana G. Prat
is currently on view through the holiday weekend.
Please visit us to support the collective work of a team dedicated
to promoting conscientious stewardship of our planet.
Gallery is open Friday and Saturday 11/25 and 11/26  12-5pm

Blue Vase, artist Sarah Meyers Brent (courtesy of Chase Young Gallery)

____________________________________________________

Closing Reception
Meditations on Climate Crisis:
Inspiring Change 2022
Join us! Sunday  November 27th  2:00 - 4:00pm
Among the 21 dedicated artists’ works featured in the
showing is this Gray Wolf mixed-media treasure created by
Yulia Shtern. The wolf, a pack animal and survivor of the wild
inspires great love and admiration and awe…
as do the artists of the i3C exhibition.
Thank you, i3C Artists and thank you, Adriana G. Prat :-)
https://www.i3cartists.com/

___________________________________________________________________________

Piano Harp and
Community Weaving Project
An ongoing  opportunity to experience
sound frequencies and tactile
sensation, all in the name of discovery.
Piano harp and loom are unofficially
open NOW ! Local business owners and
activists Rafael Medina and Julie Ayaz
are planning good things, including a
welcome performance and small group
experiences for young hearts, hands
and ears :-) …stay TUNED !!



Book Sharing and Walkabout
with Daria Tommasi
Saturday December 3
Join artist Daria Tommasi to
experience her lovingly illustrated
book inspired by observations in
local neighborhoods. In these pages,
Daria, originally from Trieste, Italy,
offers us a tender glimpse of her
discoveries from our home streets, a
visual treat that promises to be a
delight for longtime residents and
newcomers as well. Daria will
welcome visitors to the gallery
between 11am and 3pm after which
time interested parties will embark
on a whimsical walk through our

urban neighborhoods as a complement to her beautiful book. Our 30-minute guided walk
concludes at the Katherine Small Gallery in Somerville where hot tea will be served to the
brave ones who made the journey.

___________________________________________________________________________

OVA
Opening Reception
Sunday December 4th from 1:00 - 3:00pm

Organic and minimalist feminine interpretations of
the symbol of the egg form as life-carrying vessel,
keeper, and protector. This will be a gorgeous
showing of ceramics created by
Tomoko Terashita (image),
Kyoko Ono and Joji Goto…

and 2D works by local artists
Jenka Foreman, Betsida Abebe, Tomoko Terashita
as well as duo-tone paintings from the gallery’s
inventory of mid-century paintings by deceased artist
Myra Wilson.

This exhibition runs through the end of 2022 and
promises to be a warm and enticing stopover on your
holiday season walks and shopping journeys.



Observatory Hill Holiday Stroll
Sunday, December 11th
3:00 - 6:00pm

Come out for a Sunday walk and make merry with
neighbors and friends!

Our Ova exhibition will be in full swing with a few of the
artists in the gallery, the piano harp and loom will be out,
and musical and edible festive treats will be offered.

Thanks to Cynthia Harney Becker of Hi-Rise Bakery for
organizing and to the City of Cambridge for supporting
this community event.

__________________________________________________________________________

Young Blood 2023
Bold and Sweet

Coming in January, prepare to be
swept away with visual and sound
sensations from some very bright
and beautiful startists.
Slated to open on January 8, 2023 with a
growing line-up, it is not too late to reach
out if a teen/young adult in your world
would like to participate!!

Contact julie@honeyjonesstudio.com

honeyjones late fall into winter 2022 / 2023 newsletter
Many good things are coming. Thank you for being and staying with us!
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